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The ATheniAn AgorA: MuseuM guide (5th ed.)
lAURA GAWlINSKI, WITh PhOTOGRAPhS By CRAIG A. mAUzy

Written for the general visitor, The Athenian 
Agora Museum Guide is a companion to the 2010 edition of 
The Athenian Agora Site Guide and leads the reader through 
all of the display spaces within the Stoa of Attalos in the 
Athenian Agora—the terrace, the ground-floor colonnade, 
and the newly opened upper story. The guide also discusses 
each case in the museum gallery chronologically, beginning 
with the prehistoric and continuing with the Geometric, Ar-
chaic, Classical, hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods. 
hundreds of artifacts, ranging from common pottery to 
elite jewelry held in 81 cases, are described and illustrated 
in color for the very first time. Through focus boxes, read-
ers can learn about marble-working, early burial practices, 
pottery production, ostracism, home life, and the wells that 

dotted the ancient site. A timeline, maps, and plans accompany the text. For those who wish 
to learn more about what they see in the museum, a list of further reading follows each entry.

200 pp, 116 col and b/w figs     ISBN: 978-0-87661-658-1    Paper $19.95 / £14.95 / €15

fifth EDItION

Written for the general visitor, the Athenian Agora Museum Guide 
is a companion to the 2010 edition of the Athenian Agora Site Guide 
and leads the reader through the display spaces within the Agora’s 
Stoa of Attalos—the terrace, the ground-floor colonnade, and the 
newly opened upper story. The guide discusses each case in the 
museum gallery chronologically, beginning with the prehistoric 
and continuing with the Geometric, Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic,  
Roman, and Byzantine periods. Hundreds of artifacts, ranging from 
common pottery to elite jewelry, are described and illustrated in  
color for the first time. Through brief 
essays, readers can learn about marble-
working, early burial practices, pottery 
production, ostracism, home life, and the 
wells that dotted the ancient site. A time-
line and maps accompany the text.

Laura Gawlinski

with photographs by

Craig A. Mauzy
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Above: Inside the main gallery of the Athenian Agora Museum. Front cover: Poppies in the 
Athenian Agora front the reconstructed Stoa of Attalos which houses the Agora Museum. 
Photos: C. A. Mauzy
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The ATheniAn AgorA: siTe guide (5th ed.)
JOhN mCK. CAmP II, WITh PhOTOGRAPhS By CRAIG A. mAUzy

This useful guide to the archaeological remains in the civic 
and commercial center of ancient Athens is an essential 
companion to the interested visitor and to students of the 
topography of the classical city. A foldout map provides an 
overview of the site, keyed to descriptions and plans of every 
monument still visible: from the boundary stones to the 
“Great Drain.” The fifth edition retains many of the parts 
that made the earlier editions so popular, but it also takes 
full account of both new discoveries and recent scholar-
ship. It is intended for visitors actually touring the site and 
is arranged topographically, monument by monument. To 
increase portability, this book does not contain a guide to the 
Agora Museum in the Stoa of Attalos (see above).

192 pp, 147 col amd b/w figs, 1 foldout    ISBN: 978-0-87661-657-4    Paper $19.95 / £14.95 / €15
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AncienT corinTh: A guide To The siTe And MuseuM
GUy D. R. SANDERS,  JENNIFER PAlINKAS, AND 
IOUlIA TzONOU-hERBST, WITh JAmES hERBST

This is the first official guidebook to the site of ancient 
Corinth published by the American School of Classical 
Studies at Athens in 50 years. Fully updated with the most 
current information, color photos, maps, and plans, this 
guide is an indispensable resource for the casual tourist or 
professional archaeologist new to the site. The guide begins 
with a history of Corinth and its excavations, followed by 
a tour of the museum. It continues with a tour of the ar-
chaeological site from the Temple of Apollo to the Bema to 
the Peirene Fountain and more. The final section describes 
the ancient monuments outside the fenced area of the site: 
the Odeum, the Theater, and the Asklepieion, and then 
the various remains of ancient Corinth located within and 
outside the ancient Greek walls, including the Sanctuary 

of Demeter and Kore and the lechaion Basilica. Short bibliographic notes for many entries 
lead the reader to fuller descriptions of monuments, objects, and concepts. A glossary is also 
provided. Interspersed in the text are topographical notes and focus boxes on special topics 
such as geology, Pausanias, St. Paul, and prehistoric Corinth and the Corinthia.

ca. 200 pp, 263 col and b/w figs, 1 foldout    ISBN: 978-0-87661-661-1    Paper $19.95 / £14.95 / €15

Guy D. R. Sanders 
Jennifer Palinkas 

Ioulia Tzonou-Herbst
with James Herbst

A Guide to the 
Site & Museum

Corinth
Ancient

seventh EDItION

FunerAry sculpTure (Agora XXXV)
JANET BURNETT GROSSmAN

Funerary Sculpture is the first volume on sculpture from the 
Agora in over 50 years, bringing together all the sculpted 
funerary monuments of the Athenian Agora, Classical 
through Roman periods, that were discovered during ex-
cavation from 1931 through 2009. The wide chronological 
span allows the author to trace changes in funerary monu-
ments, particularly the break in customs that took place 
in 317 b.c., and the revival of figured monuments in the 
Roman period.

280 pp, 22 b/w figs, 2 plans, 12 tables, 128 pls    ISBN: 978-0-87661-235-4    
Cloth $150 / £95 / €120
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The sAncTuAry oF deMeTer And Kore:  
The inscripTions (Corinth XVIII.6)
RONAlD S. STROUD

Excavations conducted by the American School of Clas-
sical Studies at Athens in the Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Kore on Acrocorinth, 1961–1975, produced more than 170 
inscribed objects. The corpus comprises pottery with graf-
fiti and dipinti, clay pinakes, magical lead tablets, a lead 
weight, a mosaic, and items of stone, bronze, and bone. In 
this new Corinth volume, Ron Stroud presents all of these 
inscriptions and relates them to an overall interpretation of 
the activities, secular and religious, attested in this shrine 

during its long period of use from the 7th century B.c. until the end of the 4th century A.d. 
Where possible, Stroud also draws out their implications for and contribution to the history 
of ancient Corinth, the worship of the goddesses Demeter and Kore, and the practice of 
magic—especially in the Roman period. This is the final publication of the inscribed objects 
from the sanctuary, excluding loomweights and stamped amphora handles, which will be 
included in a later publication.

208 pp, 99 b/w figs, 4 plans    ISBN: 978-0-87661-186-9    Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

CORINTH

+

ToMbs, buriAls, And coMMeMorATion in corinTh’s  
norThern ceMeTery (Corinth XXI)
KAThlEEN WARNER SlANE

Rescue excavations were carried out along the terrace north 
of ancient Corinth in 1961–1962. They revealed 70 tile 
graves, limestone sarcophagi, and cremation burials (the 
last rare in Corinth before the Julian colony), and seven 
chamber tombs (also rare before the Roman period). Buri-
als from the 5th century b.c. to the 6th century a.d. and 
about 240 skeletons were preserved for study. This volume 
publishes the results of these excavations and examines 
the evidence for changing burial practices in the Greek 
city, the Roman colony, and a Christian town. The author 
further explores the architecture of the chamber tombs as 
well as cemeteries, burial practices, and funeral customs. 
This volume will be of interest to classicists, historians of 

several periods, and scholars studying early Christianity.

ca. 500 pp, 12 b/w figs, 95 b/w and 2 col pls, 16 tables    ISBN: 978-0-87661-022-0    Cloth $150 / £95 / €120
+
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indusTriAl religion: The sAucer pyres oF The  
ATheniAn AgorA (Hesperia Suppl. 47)
SUSAN I. ROTROFF

This study focuses on the “saucer pyres,” a series of 72 
deposits excavated in the residential and industrial areas 
bordering the Athenian Agora. Each consisted of a shal-
low pit, its floor sometimes marked by heavy burning, with 
a votive deposit of pottery and fragments of burnt bone, 
ash, and charcoal. most of the pots were miniatures (in-
cluding the eponymous saucers) but a few larger vessels 
were found, along with offerings associated with funerary 
cult. The deposits represent a largely Athenian phenom-
enon, with few parallels elsewhere. When first found in the 
1930s, the deposits were interpreted as baby burials. Recent 
zoo archaeological analysis of the bones, however, reveals 
that they are the remains of sheep and goats, and that the 
deposits were sacrificial rather than funerary. This work 

investigates the nature of those sacrifices, taking into account the contents of the pyres, their 
spatial distribution, and their relationship to buildings around the Agora and elsewhere. In 
light of a strong correlation between pyres and industrial activity, the author argues that the 
pyres document workplace rituals designed to protect artisans and their enterprises.

248 pp, 126 col and b/w figs, 15 tables    ISBN: 978-0-87661-547-8    Paper $75 / £45 / €60

HESPERIA
SUPPLEMENTS

“The bridge oF The unTiring seA”: The corinThiAn isThMus  
FroM prehisTory To lATe AnTiquiTy (Hesperia Suppl. 48)
ElIzABETh R. GEBhARD AND TImOThy E. GREGORy, EDS.

Pindar’s metaphor of the Isthmus as a bridge spanning two 
seas encapsulates the essence of the place and gives a fit-
ting title for this volume of 17 essays on the history and 
archaeology of the area. The Isthmus, best known for the 
panhellenic sanctuary of Poseidon, attracted travelers both 
before and after Pausanias’s visit in the 2nd century a.d., 
but only toward the end of the 19th century were the ruins 
investigated and, a half century later, finally systematically 
excavated. more recently, archaeologists have surveyed the 
territory beyond the sanctuary, compiling evidence for a 
varied picture of activity on the wider Isthmus and the east-
ern Corinthia. The essays in this book celebrate 55 years of 
research and provide a comprehensive overview of the state 
of our knowledge. 

ca. 400 pp, 180 col and b/w figs, 6 tables    ISBN: 978-0-87661-548-5    Paper $75 / £45 / €60

+

+
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The seTTleMenT And ArchiTecTure oF lernA iV  
(Lerna VI)
ElIzABETh C. BANKS

In 1995 Jeremy B. Rutter presented the pottery of the Fourth 
Settlement at lerna in Lerna III: The Pottery of Lerna IV. 
This volume is the companion to Rutter’s, outlining the ar-
chitectural sequence of the Eh III period at the site with de-
scriptions of the major building types and of other features, 
such as hearths, ovens, and bothroi. Careful examination of 
the individual buildings and their contents constitutes the 
core of the text. The changing settlement patterns of the 
site through time are considered, and sources of influences 
are suggested.

504 pp, 117 figs, 47 plans, 6 sections, 19 tables    
ISBN: 978-0-87661-306-1    Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

LERNA

+

The sAncTuAry oF AThenA AT sounion (AAAC 4)
BARBARA A. BARlETTA

The Temple of Athena at Sounion is an unusual example 
of Greek architecture. It was constructed with colonnades 
on only two—but adjacent—sides, and in the Ionic order 
characteristic of the Aegean Islands, even though it was built 
in Attica. When the temple was excavated, little was found 
on site. Instead, subsequent excavations in the Athenian 
Agora recovered many of the missing building members, 
which had been reused in a Roman-period temple. A new 
study of the temple, including the material from Athens, 
was initiated by h. A. Thompson and W. B. Dinsmoor Jr. 
but was never completed. This book builds on their work 
to provide for the first time a comprehensive view of the 
temple and its sanctuary.

ca. 400 pp, 283 col and b/w figs    ISBN: 978-0-87661-967-4    Cloth $75 / £45 / €60

ANCIENT ART AND 
ARCHITECTURE 

IN CONTEXT

+
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The MonuMenTs oF The eAsTern hill (Samothrace 9)
BONNA D. WESCOAT

In this volume, the key monuments that form the The-
atral Complex, including the Theatral Circle, the Field-
stone Building with its masonry style plaster interior, 
the marble Doric hexastyle Dedication of Philip III and 
Alexander IV, the elegant Ionic Porch later attached to 
the western side of the Dedication, and the remains 
of dozens of bronze statues that originally framed the 
Theatral Circle, are presented in their archaeological, 
architectural, and historical contexts. The potential 
significance of the Complex to the mystery cult, both 
as the place that initially gave shape to the group of 
pilgrims undergoing initiation, and as the place where 
new initiates ultimately departed the Sanctuary, ac-
cords the Theatral Complex on the Eastern hill a cen-

tral place in the history of ancient Greek sacred space. Actual-state and reconstruction 
drawings; photographs; and a catalogue of the small finds, including statue bases, pottery, 
coins, metals, inscriptions, stone objects, terracotta figurines, and lamps, accompany the text.

ca. 400 pp, 281 b/w figs, 161 pls    ISBN: 978-0-87661-850-9    Cloth $150 / £95 / €120

greeK ArchAeodieT And sTAble isoTope AnAlysis 
(OWLS 2, Hesperia Suppl. 49)
ANASTASIA PAPAThANASIOU AND mIChAEl RIChARDS, EDS.

The analysis of stable isotope ratios of carbon and nitrogen 
in bone collagen provides a powerful tool for reconstruct-
ing past diets, since it provides the only direct evidence of 
the foods that were actually consumed. The papers in this 
volume describe the application of this methodology and 
address archaeological concerns such as the importance of 
fishing, the possible early introduction of millet, the na-
ture of childrearing including weaning age and weaning 
foods, temporal shifts in protein consumption, differential 
access to certain foods associated with social status, as well 
as gender, age, and cultural differences in dietary patterns. 
Knowing what people ate has vital implications for our un-
derstanding of past environments and economies, subsis-
tence strategies, and nutrition.

ca. 200 pp, 41 col and b/w figs, 28 tables    ISBN: 978-0-87661-549-2    Paper $75 / £45 / €60

SAMOTHRACE

OCCASIONAL 
WIENER LAB 

SERIES

+

+
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ATheniAn AgorA

XVIII. Inscriptions: The Dedicatory Monu-
ments, by Daniel J. Geagan
978-0-87661-218-7

XXV. Ostraka, by mabel l. lang
978-0-87661-225-5

XXVII. The East Side of the Agora: The  
Remains beneath the Stoa of Attalos,  
by Rhys F. Townsend
978-0-87661-227-9

XXXII. Roman Pottery: Fine-Ware Imports, 
by John W. hayes
978-0-87661-232-3

XXXIII. Hellenistic Pottery: The Plain 
Wares, by Susan I. Rotroff
978-0-87661-233-0

XXXIV. Vessel Glass, by Gladys D.  
Weinberg and E. marianne Stern
978-0-87661-234-7

corinTh

VII.5. Corinthian Conventionalizing  
Pottery, by martha K. Risser
978-0-87661-075-6

VII.6. Late Classical Pottery from Ancient 
Corinth: Drain 1971-1 in the Forum  
Southwest, by Ian D. mcPhee and  
Elizabeth Pemberton
978-0-87661-076-3

IX.2. Sculpture: The Reliefs from the  
Theater, by mary C. Sturgeon
978-0-87661-092-3

IX.3. Sculpture: The Assemblage from the 
Theater, by mary C. Sturgeon
978-0-87661-093-0

XV.3. The Potters’ Quarter: The Pottery,  
by Agnes N. Stillwell and J. l. Benson
978-0-87661-153-1

XVIII.2. The Sanctuary of 
Demeter and Kore: The  
Roman Pottery and Lamps, 
by Kathleen W. Slane
978-0-87661-182-1

XVIII.3. The Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Kore: Topography and Architecture, by 
Nancy Bookidis and Ronald S. Stroud
978-0-87661-183-8

XVIII.4. The Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Kore: Terracotta Figurines of the Classical, 
Hellenistic, and Roman Periods, by Gloria 
S. merker
978-0-87661-184-5

XVIII.5. The Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Kore: The Terracotta Sculpture, by Nancy 
Bookidis
978-0-87661-185-2

XX. Corinth, the Centenary: 1896–1996, 
ed. by Charles K. Williams II and Nancy 
Bookidis
978-0-87661-020-6

hesperiA suppleMenTs

19. Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History, and 
Topography Presented to Eugene Vanderpool
978-0-87661-519-5

21. Excavations at Pylos in Ellis, by John E. 
Coleman
978-0-87661-521-8

22. Attic Grave Reliefs That Represent 
Women in the Dress of Isis, by Elizabeth J. 
Walters
978-0-87661-522-5

23. Hellenistic Relief Molds from the Athe-
nian Agora, by Clairève Grandjouan
978-0-87661-523-2

30. A LM IA Ceramic Kiln in South-Central 
Crete: Function and Pottery Production, by 
Joseph W. Shaw, Aleydis Van de moortel, 
Peter m. Day, and Vassilis Kilikoglou
978-0-87661-530-0

BACKLIST 
TITLES

+
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35. The Greek Tile Works at Corinth: The 
Site and the Finds, by Gloria S. merker
978-0-87661-535-5

36. The Chrysokamino Metallurgy  
Workshop and Its Territory, by Philip P.  
Betancourt
978-0-87661-536-2

37. Theoroi and Initiates in Samothrace: 
The Epigraphical Evidence, by Nora m. 
Dimitrova
978-0-87661-537-9

38. Fragmentary Decrees from the Athenian 
Agora, by michael B. Walbank
978-0-87661-538-6

39. Land of Sikyon: Archaeology and History 
of a Greek City-State, by yannis A. lolos
978-0-87661-539-3

40. Between Venice and Istanbul: Colonial 
Landscapes in Early Modern Greece, ed. by 
Siriol Davies and Jack l. Davis
978-0-87661-540-9

42. Archaeologies of Cult: Essays on Ritual 
and Cult in Crete in Honor of Geraldine 
C. Gesell, ed. by Anna lucia D’Agata and 
Aleydis Van de moortel
978-0-87661-542-3

44. ΣΤΕΓΑ: The Archaeology of Houses and 
Households in Ancient Crete, ed. by Kevin 
T. Glowacki and Natalia Vogeikoff-Brogan
978-0-87661-544-7

45. Crete in Transition: Pottery Styles and 
Island History in the Archaic and Classical 
Periods, by Brice l. Erickson
978-0-87661-545-4

46. The Symposium in Context: Pottery 
from a Late Archaic House near the Athe-
nian Agora, by Kathleen m. lynch
978-0-87661-546-1

lernA

I. The Fauna, by Nils-Gustaf Gejvall
978-0-87661-301-6

II. The People, by J. lawrence Angel
978-0-87661-302-3

III. The Pottery of Lerna IV, by Jeremy B. 
Rutter
978-0-87661-303-0

V. The Neolithic Pottery from Lerna, by  
K. D. Vitelli
978-0-87661-305-4

AncienT ArT And ArchiTecTure 
in conTexT (AAAc)

1. The Derveni Krater: Masterpiece of  
Classical Greek Metalwork, by Beryl  
Barr-Sharrar
978-0-87661-962-9

2. Histories of Peirene: A Corinthian  
Fountain in Three Millennia, by Betsey A. 
Robinson
978-0-87661-965-0

3. Hunters, Heroes, Kings: The Frieze of 
Tomb II at Vergina, by hallie m. Franks
978-0-87661-966-7

AgorA picTure booKs

1. Pots and Pans of Classical Athens,  
by Brian A. Sparkes and lucy Talcott
978-0-87661-601-7

2. The Stoa of Attalos II in Athens,  
by homer A. Thompson
978-0-87661-634-5

3. Miniature Sculpture from the Athenian 
Agora, by Dorothy B. Thompson
978-0-87661-603-1

4. The Athenian Citizen: Democracy in the 
Athenian Agora, by mabel l. lang, rev. by 
John mcK. Camp II
978-0-87661-642-0 (English ed.) 
978-960-7067-04-3 (Greek ed.)

5. Ancient Portraits from the Athenian 
Agora, by Evelyn B. harrison
978-0-87661-605-5

+

+

+

+

+
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6. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade, 
by Virginia R. Grace
978-0-87661-619-2

7. The Middle Ages in the Athenian Agora, 
by Alison Frantz
978-0-87661-607-9

8. Garden Lore of Ancient Athens, by  
Dorothy B. Thompson, with Ralph E.  
Griswold
978-0-87661-608-6

9. Lamps from the Athenian Agora, by 
Judith Perlzweig
978-0-87661-609-3

10. Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora, 
by Benjamin D. meritt
978-0-87661-610-9

11. Waterworks in the Athenian Agora,  
by mabel l. lang
978-0-87661-611-6

12. An Ancient Shopping Center: The Athe-
nian Agora, by Dorothy B. Thompson
978-0-87661-635-2

13. Early Burials from the Agora Cemeteries, 
by Sara A. Immerwahr
978-0-87661-613-0

14. Graffiti in the Athenian Agora, by  
mabel l. lang
978-0-87661-633-8

15. Greek and Roman Coins in the  
Athenian Agora, by Fred S. Kleiner
978-0-87661-615-4

16. The Athenian Agora (Short Guide),  
by John mcK. Camp II
978-0-87661-643-7 (English ed.) 
978-960-7067-01-2 (Greek ed.)

17. Socrates in the Agora, by mabel l. lang
978-0-87661-617-8

18. Mediaeval and Modern Coins in the 
Athenian Agora, by Fred S. Kleiner
978-0-87661-618-5

19. Gods and Heroes in the Athenian Agora, 
by John mcK. Camp II
978-0-87661-623-9

20. Bronzeworkers in the Athenian Agora,  
by Carol C. mattusch
978-0-87661-624-6

21. Ancient Athenian Building Methods,  
by John mcK. Camp II and William B. 
Dinsmoor Jr.
978-0-87661-626-0

22. Birds of the Athenian Agora, by Robert 
D. lamberton and Susan I. Rotroff
978-0-87661-627-7

23. Life, Death, and Litigation in the  
Athenian Agora, by mabel l. lang
978-0-87661-637-6

24. Horses and Horsemanship in the  
Athenian Agora, by John mcK. Camp II
978-0-87661-639-0

26. Women in the Athenian Agora by Susan 
I. Rotroff and Robert D. lamberton
978-0-87661-644-4   

27. Marbleworkers in the Athenian Agora, 
by Carol l. lawton
978-0-87661-645-1

ArgiVe herAion

I. The Architecture of the Classical Temple of 
Hera, by Christopher A. Pfaff
978-0-87661-801-1

gennAdeion MonogrAphs

V. Campaign of the Falieri and Piraeus in 
the Year 1827, ed. by C. W. J. Eliot
978-0-87661-405-1

VI. Exploring Greek Manuscripts in the 
Gennadius Library, ed. by maria Politi  
and Eleni Pappa
978-0-87661-407-5 (English ed.) 
978-960-86960-7-5 (Greek ed.)
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isThMiA

II. Topography and Architecture, by Oscar 
Broneer
978-0-87661-932-2

IV. Sculpture I: 1952–1967, by mary C. 
Sturgeon
978-0-87661-934-6

V. The Hexamilion and the Fortress,  
by Timothy E. Gregory
978-0-87661-935-3

VI. Sculpture II: Marble Sculpture, 1967–
1980, by Steven lattimore
978-0-87661-936-0

VII. The Metal Objects, 1952–1989,  
by Isabelle K. Raubitschek
978-0-87661-937-7

VIII. The Late Bronze Age Settlement and 
Early Iron Age Sanctuary, by Catherine 
morgan
978-0-87661-938-4 

IX. The Roman and Byzantine Graves and 
Human Remains, by Joseph l. Rife
978-0-87661-939-1

neMeA VAlley ArchAeologicAl 
projecT

I. The Early Bronze Age Village on Tsoun-
giza Hill, by Daniel J. Pullen
978-0-87661-922-3

new griFFon

8. Mapping Mediterranean Lands, ed. by 
maria Georgopoulou
978-960-86960-3-7

9. The Modern Greek Resources Project: 
Libraries, Collections, and Databases,  
ed. by maria Georgopoulou
978-960-86960-4-4

11. Kostas Varnalis’s Papers: The Poet’s 
Workshop and History (modern Greek),  
ed. by Theano michailidou
978-960-86960-9-9

12. Hidden Treasures at the Gennadius 
Library, ed. by maria Georgopoulou and 
Irini Solomonidi
978-960-99945-0-7

13. A Culture of Translation: British and 
Irish Scholarship in the Gennadius Library 
(1740–1840), ed. by lynda mulvin
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